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Resolution 20101201.1

A Resolution Concerning Promotion Materials

From Chris Mayda

The Faculty Senate recognizes the value of the efficient use of time and energy by faculty and the sustainable use of materials. Some faculty seeking tenure or promotion have provided boxes of supporting information, using thousands of pieces of paper when a single DVD can include all the necessary information, and in a far more organized format. The Senate suggests that departments consider, wherever possible, the use of digital media in the presentation of supporting materials for promotion and tenure applications. If anything within the promotion package is questioned, the faculty member can deliver the originals or paper facsimiles as requested.

Resolution 20101201.2

A Resolution Concerning the Classroom Technology Committee

From Faculty Senate Executive Board

The Faculty Senate recognizes and appreciates the hard work of the Classroom Technology Committee in identifying, vetting, and selecting instructional technology to be including in EMU’s classrooms. The Senate, however, is troubled that it was not asked to appoint faculty to the committee. The work of the committee is clearly of great importance to the faculty in all our colleges, and faculty input should be sought. The Senate understands that the Classroom Technology Committee will now report to the Educational Environment & Facilities Committee, which does have Faculty Senate appointees, and this change is welcomed.

Resolution 20101201.3

A Resolution Recognizing the Service of Robert Neely

From Faculty Senate Executive Board

The Faculty Senate recognizes and appreciates the twenty-six years of faithful service Robert Neely has given to Eastern Michigan University. Bob has served Eastern in many capacities, including as a teacher, researcher, department head, Associate Dean, Associate Provost, Interim Provost, and Associate Vice President of Research. The Faculty Senate wishes him continued success in his future work as Provost at Texas Women’s University.